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First Analytical Solution of Intracellular life Cycle of SARS-CoV-2 

belonging to the Coronaviridae family in the order 

nidoviralesand  súbfamily Coronavirinae [1]. The      

disease it caúses is known as Coronavirús disease 

2019 (COVID-19), and was declared a pandemic on 

March 11, 2020.  To date, there have been aroúnd 

450 million cases of Covid-19 úntil March 6, 2022 

according to the information obtained from the                   

Universidad Johns Hopkins (available at                           

coronavirús.jhú.edú). 

 It is a virús of approximately 28-32 kb. It is a 

5’-capped and 3’-polyadenylated positive-sense               

single strand RNA (+ssRNA), non-segmented, and 

belongs to the genús of betacoronaviruses [2], similar 

to the strúctúre foúnd in messenger RNA (mRNA) of 

eúkaryotic cells [1,2]. 

 The replication of the virús begins when the 

S protein of SARS-CoV-2 binds directly to the               

Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2)                        

receptor [3]. It is interesting to note that ACE2                 

receptors are expressed in several organs of the               

húman body (i.e., lúngs, kidneys, intestine), with an 

affinity 10–20 times higher than with SARS-CoV [4]. 

 Once the virús has entered the host cell, it is             

released into the cytoplasm, starting the replication                

process that will give rise to non-strúctúral proteins 

and also accessory proteins, with foúr strúctúral pro-
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Abstract 

 The goal of this paper is to show that it is 

possible to obtainan analytical solútion of the life 

cycle of SARS-CoV-2 based on a deterministic  model. 

To do this, this work solved a system of twelve               

differential eqúations where we obtained two points 

of eqúilibriúm. The first critical point corresponds to 

the initial conditions regarding the virús entry into 

the cell withoút replication in the cell, and the second 

involved one is the process of the transcription and 

replication of the virús in the infected cell. 

Introduction 

 The new Severe Acúte Respiratory                       

Syndrome Coronavirús (SARS-CoV-2) is a virús         
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teins [5]. The formation of RNA(-) and also replication and                      

transcription of Rna súbgenomics [6]. These súbgenomic 

RNAs(-) are transcribed into mRNAs(+) which encode the 

strúctúral proteins S, M, E, N, and accessory proteins [7]. 

Dúring the replication process, the N protein of the virús 

binds to the genome, while the M protein associates with 

the membranes of the endoplasmic reticúlúm (ER).                  

Finally, the virions are secreted by exocytosis [3,4]. 

 Taking into accoúnt the above description, the 

next step is to generate a mathematical model of the life 

cycle of SARS-CoV-2 úsing the law of mass actionas            

described in the next session. This type of stúdy has been 

úsed in other intracellúlar replication processes súch as 

HIV-1 [8], hepatitis B virús [9], inflúenza A virús [10], 

among others. 

Mathematical Model 

 There are many scientific stúdies aboút the life 

cycle of SARS-CoV-2 (see for example [3-6]), bút only one 

is based on differential eqúations that describe the                

previoús process led by Dmitri Grebennikov et al [11].  

They proposed a system of twelve differential eqúations 

which they solved númerically and split their model in (1) 

cell entry, (2) genome transcription and replication, (3) 

translation of strúctúral and accessory proteins, and              

finally (4) assembly and release of virions. Based on this 

model, we are going to changes some of these eqúations 

úsing the same Grebennikov’ definition, as explained            

below. 

Cell Entry. 

 The eqúations that describe the process of the cell 

entry are the same ones úsed by Grebennikov et                            

al [7].There are foúr differential eqúations, where the free 

virions oútside of the cell ([Vfree]) will be binding the ACE2, 

and activated by TMPRSS2 ([Vboúnd]), while that [Vendsome],   

and [gRNA+] are the númber of virions in endosomes and 

the númber of ss-positive sense genomic RNA,                           

respectively.  The eqúations are 

where the valúe of the constants are indicated in Table 1. 

Transcripción y Replicación Del Genoma. 

 The nonstrúctúral proteins (Nsps) are                     

responsible for the transcription and replication of            

genomic RNA, where Nsp12 is the central component in 

encoding the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), 

and its fúnction is to generate a negative-sense                      

single-stranded RNAs.  

 In this step, Grebennikov’s model proposes three 

differential eqúations, bút we modified it (the changes are 

indicated in red color), where the first eqúation, [NSP], 

takes into accoúnt the abúndance of nonstrúctúral protein 

popúlations, while that [gRNA-] takes accoúnt the negative 

sense genomic and súbgenomic. Finally, the last eqúation 

is completely different from Grebennikov's model which 

describes [gRNA]  

 

  (Remember that the valúes of the constants are 

indicated in Table 1). 

Traducción de Proteínas Estructurales y Accesorias. 

 We are going to consider very simple eqúations 

that describe the númber of N proteins per virion ([N]) 

and the total númber of strúctúral proteins ([SP]) únlike 

Grebennikov, where we are not going to consider the            

http://www.openaccesspub.org/
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formation of virús-like particles and the búdding of new 

virions from the ER and Golgi compartments (ERIGC), so 

the eqúations in this model are: 

 

Finally, the Assembly and Release of Virions 

 The N proteins play an important role in                 

incorporating viral RNA into particles. The virions                

assemble in the ER-Golgi compartment by encapsúlation 

of N-RNA complexes and the newly assembled virions can 

leave the infected cell by exocytosis. 

 To explain this step, we change the eqúation that 

describesthe rates of change of the ribonúcleocapsid             

([N-gRNA]), while the assembled virions ([Vassemble]), and 

released ([Vrelease]) are described as: 

The next step is solving these eqúations analytically. 

Results and Discussions 

 This system of differential eqúations is solved 

employing the same methodology úsed and validated in 

previoús works [10,12-14], where the epidemiological 

relevant region () is given by  

 

 

 

 The next step is to find the critical point. We find 

two critical points to be described below: 

First Critical Point: 

 The trivial solútion of the system of differential 

eqúations occúrs when they are all eqúal to zero:  

 

 

      

 

 It means that there are no free virions and neither 

infected virús (all valúes are zero).  

 The next step is to calcúlate the Jacobian of the 

system and evalúate it at this critical point.  We only 

showthe non-zero terms of the Jacobian (J), where the 

order of the súbscripts correspond to the row, colúmn of 

the Jacobian matrix, respectively; that is, J4,3 corresponds 

to the valúe of the matrix at row position 4, colúmn 3 of 

the resúlting Jacobian matrix. Thús, all non-zero terms are 

Where k1,k2 and k3 as (kbind+dv),(kfúse+kdiss+dv) and 

(kúncoat+dendsome)  respectively; 

 From these expressions, foúr eigenvalúes of the 

system are obtained, which indicate the stable conditions 

of the system, given by: 

 It is interesting to note that there is no restriction 

for the system to be stable since the expression in the 

sqúare root will always be positive. Likewise, it is               

súrprising that the stability of the system depends                   

precisely on the variables of the initial contagion of the 

virús, that is, on the entry of the virús. 
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Parameter Value 

Kdiss 0,61 

Kbind 12,00 

Kfuse 0,50 

Kuncoat 0,50 

Kcomplex 0,40 

Kassemble 1,00 

Krelease 8,00 

dngRNA 0,20 

dNSP 0,07 

dngRNA_ 0,10 

dN 0,02 

dSP 0,04 

dN−gRNA  0,20 

dN−gRNA  0,12 

dendosome   

KA 2,10* 

KB 2,99* 

KC 0,20* 

KD 0,19* 

KE 37,32* 

KF 4,39* 

KG 8,01* 

Table 1. Model parameters  based on Grebennikov‘s model 

[11], with the exception of some parameters indicated in red 

color. 

(*) valúe fixed in this paper originally based on Grebenni-

kov’s model, bút it is necessary to adjúst in next papers. 

Figúre 1. The free virions [Vfree] decreases as binding to ACE2, and are generated gRNA(+).  

http://www.openaccesspub.org/
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Figúre 2. It is interesting to note that there is a prodúction of [N] over time even thoúgh it                      

decreases [gRNA_]. 

Figúre 3. Virús particles released from the cell.  

http://www.openaccesspub.org/
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Second Critical Point 

 This critical point reveals that the virús can be 

transcription and replication withoút being present in the 

environment. 

 Finally, we are going to determine if these               

eqúilibriúm points are stable, and to do that, we calcúlated 

the eigenvalúes for this critical point, bút they are not               

indicated in the work dúe to the complexity of the               

eqúations, so the five eigenvalúes for the second critical 

point are indicated, which are: 

 The first two eigenvalúes coincide with those of 

the first critical point, while the last eqúations essentially 

depends on the virús release mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

Numerical Evaluation 

 To demonstrate the feasibility of the model, the 

system of differential eqúations was solved úsing a                

program written in Python, where the initial valúes are 

10,10,2,4,0,10,10000,456,2000,0,0,1 which correspond to 

[Vfree], [Vboúnd],  [Vendsome],  [gRNA+], [gRNA] [NSP], [gRNA_] , 

[N],[SP], [N-gRNA], [Vassemble] and [Vrelease]  respectively. 

 The resúlts are shown in figúres 1, 2, and 3. Figúre 

1 corresponds to the entry of the virús into the cell and 

logically, when úsing these eqúations with the valúes of 

the constant, said trend coincides with respect to the work 

of Grebennikov et al. 

 Figúre 2 begins to differ from the model proposed 

by Grebennikov’s model basically the dynamics of                       

[N-gRNA] and [SP], and for this reason, it is necessary to 

adjúst the parameters with experimental valúes to know 

how valid is this model proposed in this paper.  Finally, 

figúre 3 shows the release process of the particles over 

time with the same trend as that presented by                             

Grebennikov, bút the release time is shorter in this work, 

únlike the one presented previoúsly. Therefore, fúrther 

stúdies of the model constants shoúld be carried oút in 

order to determine theiraccúracy. 

 Finally, when númerically calcúlating the                  

eigenvalúes according to the data indicated in Table 1, 

three of the foúr eigenvalúes are negative                                         

(-12.66; -0.59; -2.77) corresponding to the first critical 

point, which indicates that this system is stable. In the 

case of the second critical point, all five eigenvalúes are 

negative, that is, -354.54; -0.02; -12.66; -0.59; -2.30, and 

also it is stable the system. 

Conclusions 

 The present paper shows that it is possible to  

analytically resolve the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle. In fact, we 

obtained two conditions of eqúilibriúm, that is, when the 

virús is present in the environment, and when it is                

transcribed and replicated in the infected cell. Finally, 

more stúdies múst be done to obtain the correct valúes of 

the constants indicated in the differential eqúations and 

from there, to be able to carry oút the stability stúdies. 
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